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FOREWORD
The results of the third phase of the Lockheed/U. S. Army Air Mobility
Research and Development Laboratory (AMRDL) (Ames Directorate) "High Advance
Ratio Research Program" (Contract NAS2-54l9) are presented in this document.
The research effort spanned the period from October 1971 to August 1972.
The success of this endeavor is directly attributable to the diligent
efforts of the various AMRDL and Lockheed people who supported the program.






Phase 3 of the Lockheed/AMRDL (Ames Directorate) "High Advance Ratio
Research Program" has been successfully completed. The primary objectives
of the program were to experimentally determine the rotor frequency response
to shaft pitching and rolling oscillations and to acquire steady response and
frequency response data at high advance ratios for hingeless rotors with
typical, full-scale, first flap mode natural frequencies. The acquisition of
these experimental results would greatly enhance the hingeless rotor data bank
established during the first two phases of the program.
Two minor modifications of the test model were required to fulfill these
goals. First, the turnbuckles which had been used to manually position the
model in pitch and roll, were replaced with electrically controlled hydraulic
actuators. This provided the remotely operable shaft oscillation capability
required for the frequency response tests. In order to obtain a lower flapping
frequency, a set of 'supersoft' hub flexures were fabricated. The flapwise
stiffness of these new restraints was 1/4 of the value for the softest flexure
previously tested. (The rotor equipped with the 'supersoft' flexures is iden-
tified as configuration 5.)
Secondary objectives of the program included the further evaluation of
both the Phase 2 hub moment feedback control system and the Phase 1 simplified
rigid blade flapping theory with respect to shaft oscillations.
The experimental program was composed of three types of tests.
• open loop steady state tests where the rotor was excited with steady
9 , 9 ,9 and·~ inputs
o s c
• open loop frequency response tests with sinusoidal swashplate (9 , 9
o s
and 9 ) and shaft (~, ~) excitations
c





The steady state tests were conducted with only configuration 5. Three
rotor speeds (550, 850 and 1,000 ~pm) were tested which corresponded to non~
dimensional flap frequencies (p) of 1.28, 1.15 and 1.125. The maximum advance
ratios attained for each frequency were ~ = 0.93 at P = 1.28 and ~ = 0.82 at
P = 1.15. P = 1.125 was only tested at ~ = O. The experimental data which
are presented include steady rotor hub and shaft mom~nts and lift and the
harmonic content of the blade flapping moments at three radial positions.
Open loop frequency response tests with swashplate excitations were also
conducted with only rotor configurat:i,on 5. Linear hub moment transfel func-
tions were acquired at advance ratios from ~ = 0 to 0.93 for P = 1.28 and
~ = 0 to 0.61 with P = 1.15.
Since frequency response testing with shaft oscillations was initiated
during the Phase 3 program, tests were conducted with rotor configuration 1
(identified as such during the Phase 1 program) and configuration 5. Linear
transfer functions with respect to shaft pitch and roll were determined for
flap frequencies from P = 1.15 to 1.56 and at advance ratios ranging from
~ = 0 to 0.93.
Two tests were performed with configuration 1 in a closed loop mode.
The specific objective was to determine the effectiveness of the Phase 2 hub
moment feedback control system in relieving the rotor response to the shaft
excitations. Advance ratios of ~ = 0 and ~ = 0.28 at a rotor speed of 800
rpm were considered.
The discussion of the third phase of the "High Advance Ratio Research
Program," presented in this report, draws heavily upon the Phase 1 and Phase
2 documentation. This is particularly true in the descriptions of the test
article, the data acquisition and anaiysis systems, and the theoretical anal-
ysis. The bulk of the text is devoted to the presentation and examination of
representative experimental results. All th~ analyzed test data are docu-
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The Lockheed/AMRDL (Ames Directorate) "High Advance Ratio Research Program"
is a systematic investigation of the characteristics of hingeless rotors over
an advance ratio range and at conditions which are applicable to pure helicop-
ter, compound helicopter and slowed rotor flight vehicles. The goals of the
program are being achieved by means of small scale rotor model testing in the
AMRDL (Ames) 7 x 10 foot wind tunnel and associated simplified theoretical
analyses.
Three phases of the research have been completed. The first, for which
Reference 1 constitutes the program final report, was finished in February
1971. That effort included the investigation of hingeless rotor flapping
stability and response to steady swashplate control and angle of attack excita-
tions at low rotor lift levels. Tests were conducted at advance ratios from
o to 2.15 for a large envelope of rotors defined by Lock number (y) and
nondimensional flapping frequency (p).
The Phase 2 effort (Reference 2) expanded the investigations to hingeless
rotor frequency response with respect to swashplate (8 , 8 ,8 ) excitations.
o s c
The rotor model was also equipped with a hub moment feedback control system and
the steady and frequency response chara~teristics of the resulting closed loop
system were studied. The Phase 2 rotor configurations and test conditions
were among those considered during Phase 1 to assure consistency with previous
data.
The Phase 3 program, for which this document represents the contract final
report, sought to expand the reservoir of experimental hingeless rotor data
which had already been established. The expansion was accomplished in two
ways. First, the test model was modified to free the rotor shaft in pitch and
roll. This change made it possible to determine the experimental rotor fre-




for the Phase 2 rotor configurations and frequency response test conditions,
again for data consistency.
The second means of enlarging the data bank was to test the 7-1/2 foot
diameter rotor with a reduced hub stiffness. This was accomplished by soft-
ening the blade flexures in the flapwise direction. This modification facil-
itated a significant expansion of the previously tested advance ratio/flap
frequency (~/p) envelope. Full-scale flapping frequencies were achieved.
All of the types of tests formerly conducted, plus frequency response with
respect to rotor shaft oscillations, were performed with the softened rotor
hub configuration.
Two secondary objectives of the Phase 3 program were to continue both
the evaluation of the Phase 2 feedback control system and the assessment of
the validity of the simplified rigid blade mathematical model.
Current plans call for another research program involving the High Ad-
vance Ratio Rotor Model. This investigation will have as its objectives the
determination of the effects of blade stall and inflow on hingeless rotor
dynamic characteristics. To this end, the rotor model will be tested at high
lift levels. The experimental portion of the program is presently scheduled











longitudinal rotor tilt, pitch up positive, deg
number of rotor blades













ratio of the one-per-rev blade flap bending moment at r = 0 in.
to the one-per-rev blade flap bending moment at r = 3.3 in.
vertical distance from model pitch and roll pivots to rotor plane,
in.
nondimensional aerodynamic excitation of blade flapping by rotor
angle of attack
nondimensional aerodynamic excitation of blade flapping by rotor
pitch rate
nondimensional aerodynamic excitation of blade flapping by
collective pitch
nondimensional aerodynamic excitation of blade flapping by rotor
roll rate
blade radial station measured from the center of rotation, in.
rotor induced velocity, ft/sec
nondimensional blade radial station x = r/R




nondimensional aerodynamic damping of blade flapping
rotor thrust coefficient











nondimensional aerodynamic spring rate of blade flapping
rotor stiffness, in.-Ib/deg
feedback control system lag parameter
rotor hub roll moment resolved from rotating blade flapping
moments measured at r = 3.3 in., roll right positive, in.-lb,
~ is equivalent to LR (3.3 in.)-in References I and 2
rotor shaft roll moment, roll right positive, in.-Ib
rotating blade flapping moment, in.-Ib
constant component of rotating blade flapping moment, in.-lb
cos (i\jt) harmonics of rotating blade flapping moment, in.-lb
sin (i\jt) harmonics of rotating blade flapping, in.-Ib
rotor hub pitch moment resolved from rotating blade flapping
moments measured at r = 3.3 in., in.-Ib, pitch up positive, ~
is equivalent to ~ (3.3 in.) in References I and 2
rotor shaft pitch moment, pitch up positive, in. -lb
nondimensional blade flapping frequency
















total rotor shaft moment, in.-lb
f5M=j2+ L 2
s s
rotor shaft pitch angle, pitch up positive, deg
blade flapping angles i = 1, 2, 3, 4, deg
Lock number
lateral cyclic pitch, deg
longitudinal cyclic pitch, deg
collective pitch, deg
advance ratio
rotor solidity, (J = bC/TIR
rotor shaft roll angle, roll right positive, deg
excitation frequency, rad/sec
feedback system cyclic control phase angle, deg
feedback control system phase angle, deg
rotor azimuth angle, deg
rotor rotational frequency, rad/sec
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SECTION 3
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The versatility of the 7-1/2 foot diameter Lockheed/AMRDL High Advance
Ratio Rotor Model has been developed during the course of the High Advance
Ratio Research Program. The Phase 1 test article, which is described in de-
tail in Reference 1, was a fixed shaft, direct swashplate controlled~inge­
less rotor with variable Lock number and natural flapping frequency. This
basic configuration was enhanced during the second phase of the research pro-
gram by the addition of an automatic hub moment feedback control system with
variable gain, time constant and phasing capabilities. The bandwidths of the
remotely controlled collective and cyclic pitch hydraulic actuators were also
extended to permit meaningful frequency response testing. A description of
the Phase 2 model can be found in Reference 2.
During the Phase 3 effort the capabilities of the rotor model were fur-
ther eXpanded in two ways. First, the rotor hub flapping stiffness was re-
duced by fabricating a very soft set of flapping flexures (hereafter referred
to as the ~supersoft' flexures). These flexures are characterized by a flap-
3 26 2
wise EI of 11.5 x 10 lb-in. and a chordwise EI of 1.97 x 10 lb-in. over
the radial expanse r = 1.14 in. -.- 4.55 in. Two specimens were fatigue
tested, each to more than one million cycles, without failure, in order to
establish a safe rotor moment endurance limit.
The analytically determined natural frequencies of the rotor blade with
the 'supersoft' flexure and no tip weight are presented as a function of rotor
speed in Figure 1. Shake test results of this blade configuration are also
plotted on the figure. Very good agreement is noted.
For purposes of identification, the rotor equipped with the 'supersoft'
flexures and no tip weight (y ~ 5.0) is designated configuration 5. The other













































(Reference 1) been defined as the rotor equipped with the 'soft' flexure and










from r 1.74 in. - 4.55 in.
The second modification to the model consisted of installing remotely
operated hydraulic actuators which controlled the rotor shaft pitch and roll
positions. The break frequencies of the actuators were never reached during
the test which included maximum shaft oscillation frequencies of 10 Hz in
pitch and 14Hz in roll. Thus it is known that the servo bandwidths exceed
these values at the least.
The mechanization of shaft angular motion required that the model be
pitched and rolled about pivots which were located 11.25 in. below the plane
of the rotor. Thus an angular variation of the shaft generated linear trans-
lation of the rotor hub as well as the angular motion.





LOCKHEED/AMRDL HIGH ADVANCE RATIO ROTOR MODEL CHARACTERISTICS




Airfoil Section: NACA 0012
Blade Twist: 0 deg
Blade Precone: 0 deg
Lock Number (a = 2rr): 5.0~ 3.0 (with tip weight)
First Flap Mode Natural Frequency: Variable; tested range 1.1250 -2.320
Blade Radially Distributed Mass and See Section 3 of Reference 1
Stiffness Properties:
Rotor Control System: Direct swashplate
or
Electronic hub moment feedback






1st order lag filters
Variable gain
Variable time constant
Variable control and feedback phasing
Two 37 HP variable frequency induction
motors
Resolved hub moments
e , e ,e , Q' and ep frequency response
o $1. ccapab~ ~ty
Distance from model pitch and roll





The Phase 3 rotor model instrumentation consisted of all those sensors
which had been installed for previous tests plus:
• a rotor shaft bending strain gage bridge aligned with blades 1 and 3
(~ = 0° and 180°) and located 2 inches below the plane of the rotor
and
• a linear position potentiometer which measured the model roll actuator
ram position and thus the rotor shaft roll angle.
DATA RECORDING EQUIPMENT
The equipment utilized to record data for off-line analysis consisted of
the following:
• AMRDL DA TEX System
• Honeywell Medium Band Analog Tape Recorder
• Honeywell Viscorder (direct-write oscillograph)
A description of each of these devices can be found in Section 4 of
Reference 1.
In order to maximize the visibility of the data while the test was in
progress, a transfer function analyzer was used to determine rotor hub moment
frequency response with respect to a selected excitation (i.e., e , e , e ,
o s c
a, ~). X-Y-Y plotters were driven with the analyzer gain and phase signals.
Thus hub pitching and rolling moment transfer functions were immediately avail-
able in a graphical form. These on-line data greatly enhanced the selection
of excitation frequencies, especially at near resonance conditions.
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SECTION 5
TEST PROGRAM
The test program was conducted at the facilities of the Ames Directorate
of the U. S. Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory (AMRDL) at
Moffett Field, California. One week of whirl testing (February 23 - 29, 1972)
was performed in the AMRDL Model Preparation Area following a thorough func-
tional check of the model and data acquisition system. The wind tunnel tests
spanned four consecutive weeks beginning on March 20, 1972 and were conducted
in the AMRDL 7 x 10 foot wind tunnel.. For a description of the tunnel, in-
cluding the installation of the 7-1/2 foot diameter High Advance Ratio Rotor
Model, the reader is referred to Pages 33 - 36 of Reference 1.
Three types of tests were required to fulfill the objectives of the re-
search program. They were:
• open loop steady state response tests wherein steady collective
pitch (8 ) cyclic pitch (9 and 8 ) and rotor shaft angle of attack
o s c
(a) excitations were applied to the rotor;
• open loop frequency response tests where sinusoidally varying e , e ,
o s
9 , a and rotor shaft roll (~) excitations were applied to the rotor;
c
• and closed loop frequency response tests with sinusoidally varying
a and ~ excitations.
The open loop steady state response tests and the frequency response tests
with e , e and 9 excitations were performed on configuration 5 ('supersoft'
o s c
flexure without tip weight) only. The aim was to obtain experimental rotor
response data at combinations of nondimensional flapping frequency (p) and
advance ratio (~) not previously tested. Frequency response tests with a and
~ excitations were conducted with both configurations 1 and 5 since this type
of testing was initiated during this phase of the research program. Closed
loop frequency response tests with a and ~ excitations were meant to compli-
ment similar closed loop Phase 2 data with swashplate excitations (9 , e ,
o s






Since exactly the same types of tests were performed during the whirl
and wind tunnel activities, it is possible to summarize the total test pro-
gram in one table (Table III). The summary contains the rotor configurations
and conditions tested for each of the three types of tests as well as the
data acquired.
DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
As has been the case with previous phases of this research program, the
test activity was quite successful and resulted in a large amount of experi-
mental data. With the exception of rotor frequency response with respect to
a and ~,the results are essentially the same as those obtained during the
Phase 1 and Phase 2 programs. Improvements in test techniques and data anal-
ysis methods indicated by the previous experience and the addition of a shaft
bending moment measurement have changed the type of data and the presentation
slightly.
In the following discussion, the results from the three types of tests
will be presented separately. In the interest of brevity, the details re-
garding the test procedures and data analysis methods which are common to the
Phase 1 and Phase 2 programs will be referenced wherever possible. Emphasis
will be placed on those tests and results which were initiated during the cur-
rent phase of the program.
Open Loop Steady State Tests
These tests consisted of exciting the rotor with steady e , a, e and
o s c
a excitations at various rotor rotational speeds and forward velocities. Each
of the four excitations was applied independently at several magnitudes in
order to obtain data from which linear rotor shaft, hub flapping and blade
flapping moment derivatives and lift derivatives could be determined. All of
the rotor moment response data for the steady state tests were determined by
a harmonic analysis (over 40 rotor cyc~es) of digitized analog signals. The
collective pitch, cyclic pitch and angle of attack angles were measured by
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The steady state whirl test (~ = 0) results indicate that the induced
inflow has both a linear and a non-linear effect on the rotor response. The
variation of rotor thrust with collective pitch at~=O clearly demonstrates
the non-linear influence. For example, experimental rotor thrust versus
collective pitch for configuration 5 at three rotor speeds is presented in
Figure 2. At low thrust levels the reduction in the effective blade angle of
attack due to the inflow is very non-linear, generating a corresponding non-
linear thrust-ao relationship. At higher thrust levels the inflow tends to
be approximately linear. This inflow characteristic is easily understood








A similar non-linear characteristic at low thrust levels can also be
seen in Figure 3 where the
due to longitudinal cyclic
at ~ = 0 and a rotor speed
rotor hub pitching (~) and rolling (~)~oments
pitch (a ) are plotted for three thrust levels
s
of 550 rpm. These data also demonstrate the
effect that the inflow has upon the linear rotor moment response; namely a
reduction in the magnitude of the derivative.
In the current presentation the resolved rotor hub moments are designated
~ and~. In previous related documentation (References land 2) ~ was
symbolized as ~ (3.3 in.) and ~ as ~ (3.3 in.).
The swashplate of the model was designed to permit independent excitation
of longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch. In order to demonstrate that this
was in fact the case, the rotor was excited with a at ~ = O. Figure 4 shows
c
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Figure 3. Rotor Hub Moment Response to Longitudinal Cyclic Pitch, ~ = 0,




































Figure 4. Rotor Hub Moment Response to Lateral Cyclic Pitch, ~ == 0,





80 = 4°) in Figures 3 and 4 confirms the symmetry of the open loop cyclic
controls.
The rotor response to a at 850 rpm (first fla~ mode frequency P = 1.15)
s
is shown in Figure 5 and the response at 1,000 rpm (p = 1.125) in Figure 6.
The characteristics of the curves are generally the same as those previously
discussed.
Figure 7 presents a swnmary of the linear hub moment response to longi-
tudinal cyclic pitch for ~ = O. The results are presented in terms of the
total hub moment derivative
HUB MOMENT (HM) =~2 + ~2
and its phase angle of response measured from ~ = 0°
PHASE = ARCTAN (- ~/- ~)
(2)
plotted versus rotor rotational speed. Noteworthy characteristics include
anticipated increases in the magnitude and phase angle of response with decreas-
ing flap frequency (p) and the larger magnitUde of response at the higher rotor
thrust level. The ratio of the steady hub moment derivative to the steady
shaft moment (SM) derivative is also shown in Figure 7. The shaft moment data
will be thoroughly discussed later in this section. Suffice it for now to
note the reduction in the ratio of hub n~ment to shaft moment with increased
rotor speed.
The individual hub and shaft moment derivatives used to generate the data
in Figure 7, i.e.,
oM-- oIL- oM oL
oe1i , awr, o,as , oas
s s s s
(4)
were determined using a linear least squares curve fit. All of the steady
state data at IJ. = 0 are tabulated in Appendix A. The derivatives from the
least squares curve fit and the deviation of each individual data point from
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Figure 5. Rotor Hub Moment Response to e , ~ = 0, Configuration 5,









1000 RPM (P =' 1.125)
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Figure 6. Rotor Hub Moment Response to e , ~ = 0, Configuration 5,
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Figure 7. Linear Rotor Hub and Shaft Moment Derivatives with





Forward flight data were acquired at rotor speeds of 550 and 850 rpm.
The test procedure was the same as that used during the Phase 1 test (Reference
1). Briefly this means that the rotor was disturbed from a trim state with
either a 8 , e ,8 or an a excitation. Each excitation was applied independ-
o s c
ently at several magnitudes. The rotor was nominally unloaded and the
aerodynamic environment was linear (low tip Mach number and blade angles
below stall values).
An example of the quality (and linearity) of the data is shown in Figure
8. The measured rotor hub pitching and rolling moments are plotted versus
collective pitch for a rotor rotational speed of 550 rpm and advance ratios
ranging from 0.41 to 0.92. The data manifest very little scatter and the
slopes of the curves are very definitely linear. The expected increase in
the magnitude of the response with increased ~ is noted.
As indicated previously, the rotor shaft moment was measured during the
Phase 3 test program (it was not measured during the Phase 1 and Phase 2
tests). A rotating signal aligned with blades 1 and 3 (~ = 0° and 180°) was
recorded on tape and harmonically analyzed at l~ to determine the steady
pitching (M ) and rolling (L ) components of the total shaft moment. An
s s
example of these data for the conditions shown in the previous figure are
shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the linearity of the shaft moment
data and the hub moment data are approximately the same.
Despite the consistency between shaft and hub moment results indicated
by Figure 8 and 9 it is important to recognize several sources of inexactness
in the shaft mome~t data. First, the accuracy of the calculation of the
harmonic components M and L depends upon the accuracy of the rotor
s s
frequency, ~. As demonstrated in Appendix A of Reference 2, very small errors
in frequency can generate significant errors in the magnitude and phase of the
harmonic components. The most likely source of error in ~ is caused by slight
variations in the rotor speed during the test. The analytical procedure for
calculating ~ from the experimental data (i.e. counting rpm blips) can also
introduce slight errors. It is noted that an imprecise value of ~ does not
affect the values of ~ and ~ because they are resolved signals and therefore
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Figure 8. Rotor Hub Moment Response to Collective Pitch, Configuration 5,
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Figure 9. Rotor Shaft Moment Response to Collective Pitch,





and LH are calculated from the response of all four blades, whereas Ms and
L are influenced by only blades 1 and 3..
s
Two other factors which influence shaft moments are the shear loads at
the center of rotation due to inplane loading and the tilt of the thrust
vector. These do not affect the hub flap moments. They do, however, con-
tribute to the measured shaft moment because the shaft bending strain gage is
located approximately two inches below the plane of the rotor, viz,
Shaft shear force due




_ ••.----------Shaft shear force
due to inplane
loading
n----- Shaft moment strain gage
r----_ Rotor shaft
Although each of these three effects are minor,
• maximum error in n -- 0.2%
• maximum shaft moment --10 in. -lb
due to inplane shear
forces
• maximum shaft moment --20 in.-lb
due to tilt of thrust
vector
they do introduce scatter into the shaft moment results. This will be evident
in the following presentation of data.
All of the steady state rotor moment response data are conveniently
summarized in subsequent curves as total moment derivatives and their phase
angles of response (measured relative to ~ = 0°).




The derivatives are calculated using a linear least squares curve fit. The
data used in their determination plus the calculated values of the shaft and
hub moment derivatives and the deviation of each datum from the satistical
curves are tabulated in Appendix A.
The rotor response to collective pitch is shown in Figure 10 for the two
tested rotor speeds, 550 rpm and 850 rpm, which correspond to blade first
flap mode natural frequencies of 1.28r2 and 1.15r2. The total hub moment
derivative, its phase angle of response and the ratio of the magnitudes of
hub moment and shaft moment derivatives are plotted versus advance ratio.
8haft moment phase is approximately the same as hub moment phase and thus is
not shown. The characteristics of the curves are similar to previous experi-
mental results (References 1 and 2). That is, the magnitude of the response
derivative increases with increased advance ratio and decreased flap frequency.
Noteworthy also is the nearly constant phase angle of response over the tested
advance ratio range for both rotor speeds. As discussed earlier in this sec-
tion, the shaft moment data are subject to contamination by shear loads and
rpm variations which accounts for the scatter in the
(6)
curves.
The results of the steady state tests with longitudinal and lateral
cyclic pitch excitations are shown in Figures 11 and 12.
There was one'steady state test condition which yielded a non-linear
rotor moment response. It was with configuration 5 at 550 rpm and ~ = 0.41
with an a-excitation. The data are plotted in Figure 13. This non-linear
behavior suggests that induced inflow is still an important consideration
even at advance ratios as high as ~ = 0.40.
The test results with steady state angle of attack variations are presented
in Figure 14. A change in sign of the hub roll moment derivative at fJ. = 0.27
(850 rpm) is indicated by the phase angle of response varying from less than
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Figure 10. Rotor Hub and Shaft Moment Derivatives with Respect to
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Rotor Hub and Shaft Moment Derivatives with Respect to
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Figure 13. Rotor Hub Moment Response to a, Configuration 5,
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Rotor Hub and Shaft Moment Response Derivatives with
Respect to a, Configuration 5
rpm (p = 1.17) steady state 0: -tests of configuration 1 (Reference 2), and is
thought to be caused by induced inflow.
The rotor lift which was generated during the application of eo' es ' ec
and a disturbances is summarized in Figure 15. The lift is expressed in
terms of blade loading coefficient (CTj(J) derivatives versus advance ratio.
The slight negative lift generated by lateral cyclic pitch at high advance
ratios was not previously discovered experimentally. It is probable that it
would have been if a least squares linear curve fit of the test data had been
used rather than a hand faired curve fit. It is noted that a simple theoret-
ical model incorporating a two mode appr,oximation for blade flapping and
periodic aerodynamic spring, damping and excitation functions also predicts
this characteristic. All of the lift data from which these derivatives were
calculated are listed in Appendix A, as are the deviations of each data point
from the curve fit line.
The harmonic content of a single blade flapping moment has also been
extracted from the steady state test data. The digitized analog output of a
flap strain gage located at 3.3 inches from the center of rotation of blade 1
has been Fourier analyzed at harmonic frequencies up to 40. TYPical results
of this analysis are shown in Figure 16, where the derivatives with respect
to e are plotted versus ~ for the 850 rpm tests. Similar data for all the
o
steady state test conditions are plotted in Appendix A. The experimental
data from which the derivatives were calculated are also tabulated therein.
The total blade flapping moment is expressed as
MS (@T = 3.3 in.) = MS - M cos ~ - M sin ~SlC 131s0
- M cos 2~ - MS sin 2'ltS2c 2s
- M cos 3~ - MS sin 3'ltS3c 3s
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Figure 16. Harmonic Content of Blade Flapping, Configuration 5,




The data indicate that the blade I-per-rev response is dominant over the
tested advance ratio range and that the strength of the higher harmonic
flapping increases with advance ratio. This latter characteristic is expected
since it coincides with a corresponding increase in the higher harmonic aero-
dynamic excitations (Reference 1). The 4-per-rev harmonic of the blade flapping
moment derivative was not plotted since it was approximately zero for all
tested conditions.
A cursory examination of Figure 16 reveals an anomaly in the data taken
at ~ = 0.72 and 0.75. One's first inclination might be to attribute the
inflection to scatter and simply fair a curve through the data (as has been
done). This may be totally valid because the tests at ~ = 0.75 and ~ = 0.81
were performed at the end of the wind tunnel program and those up to and in-
cluding ~ = 0.72 at the beginning of the test. It is conceivable (though
not a certainty) that deadbands in the controls and/or the flapping stiffness
(as affected by the feathering bearing slop) could have changed sufficiently
to generate scatter of the magnitude indicated. The fact that the derivatives
of Figure 16 are based upon data from one blade must also be considered. The
hub moment derivatives previously presented (which are a function of the
flapping of all 4 blades) display a much milder curvature at ~-0.75. It is
logical to expect that the overall effect of slop and deadband would be
reduced if four blade motions are averaged.
It is also possible that the characteristic is natural. Work by Dr.
Robert A. Ormiston and Mr. David A. Peters of AMRDL (Ames Directorate),
reported in Reference 3, indicates that an inflection in the derivative curves
should occur at ~-0.8 due to inflow. Their results, however, suggest that
the perturbation should occur over an advance ratio span of-0.3 rather than
the 0.05 width seen in Figure 16.
Plans are currently underway to re-enter the tunnel with the High Advance
Ratio Model to conduct high lift testing. At that time data will be obtained
which will resolve the peculiarity just described.
The rotor blade one-per-rev (lP) bending moment distribution has also
been determined by harmonically analyzing the radially distributed flapping
bending moments. Flap moments were measured at
LOCKHEED
~
r = 3.3 in. (x = 0.073)
r = 13.15 in. (x = 0.293)
r = 22.3 in. (x = 0.49)
on blade No.1 and their lP derivatives with respect to e , a , e and a
o s c
calculated. These were then nondimensionalized by one-half the shaft moment
derivative (i.e., blade moment derivative at x = 0) to obtain a nondimensional
distribution. The results at ~ = 0 for a a -excitation are plotted in Fig-
s
ure 17. Data for the three tested rotor speeds are presented. Both the mag-
nitude and phase of the moments are shown as a function of nondimensional
radial position (x). For a constant shaft moment the data show a decrease in
the outboard flap bending moments with increased rotor rotational speed. The
reason for this is that the internal loading in the structure is a function
of the flapping displacement which decreases at higher rotor speeds (for a
constant airload) because of increased centrifugal force. The linearity of
the distributions and the nearly constant phase angle of response (with ra-
dial position) suggests that the lP airload is concentrated over an outboard
expanse of the blade.
The blade bending moment distributions for all of the forward flight
test conditions and excitations have been calculated. The curves and a
tabulation of the test data used to calculate the derivatives are presented
in Appendix A. The forward flight distributions are very similar to those
shown in Figure 17. The radial blade bending momE;!nts are not significantly
affected by either advance ratio or type of excitation.
Open Loop Frequency Response Tests (Swashplate Excitations)
Open loop frequency response tests with e , e and e excitations were
o s c
conducted with configuration 5 only. The test procedures and data analysis
techniques were the same as those used during the Phase 2 program (Reference
2). The problem of support stand resonance, which affected some of the Phase
2 data in the frequency range 6 to 10 Hz, was not evident (either visually or
from accelerometer measurements) during these Phase 3 tests. There are prob-
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Figure 17. One-Per-Rev Blade Radial Flap Bending Moment




the model pitch motion was increased above the previous value. Secondly,
the softer rotor hub configuration may have actually added to the damping of
the body mode and/or changed the relative magnitudes and phases of the motions
(eigenvectors) in the mode.
There was .one problem which was encountered with high frequency sinus-
oidal cyclic pitch excitations. The gyroscopic inertia moments which were
generated in one swashplate axis by excitations in the other axis, aggravated
by a servo natural frequency of approximately 40 Hz, produced coupling between
longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch. The degree of coupling was a nonlinear
function of the excitation frequency (w) and a linear function of the swash-
plate rotational frequency (n). Because of this it was reasoned that the
coupling was caused by the near resonance response of the servo to the gyro-
scopic excitation rather than a simple overpowering of the actuator. Typical
e /e and e /e couplings are shown in Figure 18.
c s s c
Correcting the test data to obtain hub moment pitch and roll frequency
response with respect to pure e and e excitations was relatively simple.
s c
It consisted of forming a complex second order linear system from moment and




The subscript 1 refers to data obtained when a was the intended excita-
s
tion and the subscript 2 when a was the principal excitation. Premultiplying
c
Eq. 8 by the inverse of the a-matrix yields the following linear system which
is solved simultaneously to obtain the moment derivatives.
~ -1a a ~ls sl cl (9)
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Since the numbers are complex, the amplitude ratio and phase lag between
the moment and the cyclic pitch are obtained directly. Most of e and e
s c
tests were conducted at identical frequencies. For the few tests that were
not, interpolated values were used to generate one of the two linear equations.
Since both e and e tests were not performed in hover, symmetry in the cou-
c s
pIing was assumed.
It is noted that the frequency response data presented in Reference 2
were not corrected for the cyclic pitch coupling (the problem was not recog-
nized at the time). The maximum excitation frequency for those tests was
22 Hz and the three tested rotor speeds were 300, 550, and 800 rpm. Based
upon Figure 18, the probable coupling which existed at 22 Hz was
• 300 rpm - 4.78% coupling
• 550 rpm - 8.75% coupling
• 800 rpm - 12% coupling.
The maximum correction applied to the Phase 3 data at w = 22 Hz and
850 rpm was ~l dB and~ 50 phase. It is therefore concluded that the cor-
rections to the Phase 2, e and e frequency response data would have been
s c
within experimental error.
The experimental open loop rotor transfer functions with respect to
swashplate excitations for configuration 5 are approximately the same as
those determined for configuration 1 during the Phase 2 test. In general,
the rotor response peaked when the excitation frequency was in resonance with
the blade rotating first flap bending mode natural frequency. As shown in
Figure 19, this occurred twice; when w = (p - 1) nand w = (p + 1)0. The
cited example presents the hub pitch moment frequency response to collective
pitch at an advance ratio of ~ = 0.41 and a rotor speed of 550 rpm. The
amplitUde ratio MH/6
0
is expressed in decibels (dB)
dB = 20 LOGIO (amplitude ratio) (10)
and has the dimensions in.-lb/deg. The phase lag of MH relative to 6
0
is
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moment frequency response to e for the same test condition is shown in
o
Figure 20. The dissimilarity of the ME and ~ gain curves indicates that
the rotor phase angle of response, i.e.,
PHASE ANGLE OF RESPONSE (11)
varies with the excitation frequency.
It is noted that the rotor moment transfer functions presented in this
report have the dimensions in.-lb/deg. In Reference 2 the moments were non-
dimensionalized by an analytically determined rotor stiffness (Ke) and pre-
sented in the form of fore-aft (al ) and lateral (bl ) rotor angular displace-
ments. This approach was not used for the current presentation because the
assumption that a single value of Ke is sufficient for all test conditions at
a constant rotor speed is not totally valid. The procedure by which Ke was
reduced to account for the radially offset hub moment measurement is also
suspect. The transfer functions in Reference 2 can be converted to the di-
mensions in.-lb/deg by simply adding
(12)
to the gain values which have the units deg/deg. Ke values for the Phase 2
data are listed in Table IV of Reference 2. For those who would prefer to
nondimensionalize the Phase 3 hub moment data, 20 LOGIO Ke must be subtracted
from the gains with the dimensions in.-lb./deg. Ke values for configuration 5
which are calculated from first flap bending mode moments and deflections (see









An increase in the damping of blade flapping with increased advance ratio
was revealed by the measured hub moment frequency response. Examples of data






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































r o o ,.; J: m m o
Figures 21 and 22 present the rotor hub moment freq~ency response to longitudinal
cyclic pitch at ~ = 0 and a rotor speed of 850 rpm. Similar transfer functions
are plotted in Figures 23 and 24 at ~ = 0.27. The increase in flap damping is
indicated by both the gain and the phase curves. The reduced peaking of the
low frequency hub pitch moment response at ~ = 0.27 as compared with the
response at ~ = 0 is indicative of greater damping. Also the rate of change
in phase lag with excitation frequency of both the pitch and roll response is
smaller at ~ = 0.27 than at ~ = O. This trend is also characteristic of
increased damping.
If the high frequency portions of the transfer functions at the two
advance ratios are now compared, it is seen that the gain and phase curves
are nearly identical or varying at the same rate. It is known that the
decrease in the low frequency response is caused by induced inflow. It is
suspected, therefore, that the induced velocity only has an influence on the
rotor response at low frequencies. For the example shown the inflow has an
effect only up to wlf:2~0.2.
Another feature of the 850 rpm frequency response data which is notable
is a broad fluctuation in the hub moment gain curves centered at win _0.8.
Examples of the response are shown in Figures 25 and 26 in which the hub
moment transfer functions with respect to collective pitch at ~ = 0.27 are
plotted. The characteristic in question is manifested by a peak in the pitch
moment and a depression in the roll moment gain curves. It is suspected that
this characteristic is caused by a mild involvement of the second flap bending
mode in the response. The variations are the most prevalent when the moments
are at a low level and the control input is collective pitch. If the dynamic
response of the second flap mode is assumed to be relatively invariant with
the tested aerodYnamic environment, its influence on the total response would
lessen at increased moments because of the decibel presentation.
All of the rotor hub moment frequency response data with respect to e ,
o
e and e control inputs for configuration 5 (as delineated in Table III) are
s c
contained in Appendix B. The results are presented graphically in curves
exactly like those just discussed. The experimental hub moment transfer
LOCKHEED
~
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LR 25491
functions have also been adjusted to the center of rotation and converted to
a coefficient form. These results (including phase lag) are tabulated as a
function of excitation frequency, rotor speed, and advance ratio.
Open Loop Frequency Response Tests (Rotor Shaft Excitations)
Experimental rotor frequency response with respect to shaft pitch (a)
and roll (~) excitations had not been acquired during previous phases of the
High Advance Ratio Research Program. Therefore, both configuration 1 (soft
flexure, no tip weight) an~ configuration 5 ('supersoft' flexure, no tip
weight) were tested. The test conditions (~,~) for configuration 1 are
compatible with those considered during the Phase 2 program. All configura-
tion 5 test conditions (i.e., with e , e , e , a and ~ excitations) are
o s c
identical.
The test technique for the a and ~ frequency response experiments was
the same as for the swashplate excitations. That is, the hydraulic actuators
which restrained the model in pitch and roll were driven (one at a time) with
a sine wave function generator at discrete frequencies ranging from 0.5 Hz to
14 Hz. The magnitude of the input was adjusted according to the rotor
response. Flexure bending moment endurance limits were respected at all times.
The maximum allowable angular travel in both pitch and roll, as dictated by
mechanical interference, was ±5°.
The experimental rotor frequency response data with respect to a are not
of a quality comparable to the results for swashplate excitations. The pri-
mary reason for this is the large moment of inertia of the body about the
pitch pivot. When the model was oscillated at high frequencies the resulting
large inertia forces generated bending of the support structure. Since the
pitch angular position was deduced from the actuator ram position, elastic
deformations were not accounted for in the measurement.
In general the frequency response data with respect to ~ are more reliable
than those with respect to a. The model moment of inertia about the roll axis
was considerably less than the inertia about the pitch axis. Also, the pitch
damper was installed during the roll tests which helped to minimize unpro-
grammed pitch vibrations. All of the data that are suspected of being
LOCKHEED
~
contaminated by elastic deformations and/or support vibrations are noted as
such in the presentation of the test results.
Before the experimental rotor transfer functions are discussed, it is
important to recognize the content of the excitations which the rotor
experiences when the shaft is oscillated. As discussed in Section 3, the
pivots about which the model pitched and rolled were located below the plane
of the rotor. Therefore, in addition to the angular excitations of the rotor
generated by shaft variations, i.e.,
0' = 0' sin wt
o




4> = 4> w cos wt
o
0' = - 0' W 2 sin wt ~ = - 4> w2 sin wt
o 0
there are also linear velocity (~) and acceleration (~) excitations, e.g.,
Yj = 10' (14)
1 is the distance from the pitch pivot to the rotor hub. In the curves which
will be presented, the transfer functions are labeled as being with respect
to 0' and 4> where it is understood that the total excitation is not merely the
angular displacement but the composite of the linear and angular displacements,
rates and accelerations.
Several curves which illustrate the nature of the experimental rotor
frequency response with respect to shaft pitch and roll are discussed below.
The reader is referred to Appendix C for graphical and tabular presentations of
all the test data (including those presented in the main body of this report).
The experiments conducted at ~ = ° provide a good basis for evaluating
the effect of support stand vibrations on the rotor data. Because the re-
sponse of the rotor to the displacement, a, is zero when ~ = 0, the transfer
functions with respect to a and ~ oscillations should be symmetrical. Rotor
hub moment frequency response data at ~ = ° with a and ~ excitations are shown
in Figures 27 to 30. In the first two plots the pitch and roll response to
a are presented. In the next two figures the same responses to a ~ excitation
are shown. The conditions for the two tests are identical (configuration 5,
rotor speed = 850 rpm and eo = 4°). Comparisons of ~/a with ~/c1> and ~/a
LOCKHEED 55
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with MH/~ reveal that the responses are approxima~ely symmetric up to an
excitation frequency of w ~ 0.3 O. The gain values generally agree to within
1 dB and phase discrepancies are almost undetectable. As the frequency ratio
increases, however, the disagreement also .increases until at w/O = 0.7 the
responses are divergent by 7 to 8 dB in gain and 30· in phase. As has been
discussed preViously, the roll frequency response data are considered more
reliable than the pitch results.
The characteristics of the experimental data at ~ = 0 are quite informa-
tive. Consider, for example, the hub moment roll response to a shaft roll
oscillation, LH/~ (Figure 30). When the excitation frequency is small the
response is low. This is due to the fact that the roll rate (~) and roll
acceleration (~) are small. The rotor, of course, does not respond to roll
position at any advance ratio. The 90· phase lag at the low frequencies in-
dicates the primary rotor excitation is due to~. Since the response and
excitation are in phase, the excitation is of aerodynamic or1g1n. As the
excitation frequency increases the magnitude is of both 0 and ~ increase for
a constant ~, thus generating the higher rotor response.
The hub pitch moment response to ~ at ~ = 0 is shown in Figure 29. Again,
at low excitation frequencies the phase lag is 90°. In this case the primary
disturbance is the gyroscopic excitation due to~. The peaking of the pitch
response at w/O -0.15 is caused by the resonant response of the rotor at its
natural flapping frequency.
Experimental rotor frequency response with respect to shaft roll oscilla-
tions in forward flight are shown in Figures 31 through 34. Hub pitch and
roll moment data at two advance ratios (~= 0.27 and ~ = 0.51) are presented
for configuration. 5 at a rotor speed of 850 rpm. The rotor response is not
affected by roll position (~) and the inertia excitations due to ~ and ~ are
independent of ~ at a constant excitation frequency. Therefore, the differ-
ences between the transfer functions at the two advance ratios must be due to
a change in aerodynamic excitation; the primary excitation (ignoring unsteady
effects) is caused by the steady roll rate,~. From the data shown it can be
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moment response up to an excitation frequency of' OJ -0.5 O. At higher
frequencies the transfer functions are the same. The phase lag of the
response is also aff'ected only slightly over the tested excitation fre-
quency range.
Rotor frequency response to ~ is plotted in Figures 35 through 38 at the
same test conditions (Le., configuration 5, 850 rpm f.l = 0.27 and f.l = 0.51).
By comparing similar response data at the two advance ratios, the aerodynamic
effect of forward speed is seen. Based upon the roll frequency response re-
sults it is probable that most of the increased response at the higher advance
ratio is due to ~ rather than a. It is noted, however, that the aerodynamic
excitation of blade flapping by a and ~ are not identical.
Closed Loop Frequency Response Tests (Rotor Shaft Excitations)
A major portion of the Phase 2 study was spent in determining the dy-
namic characteristics of hingeless rotors equipped with hub moment feedback
controls. The model control system is electronic and consists of two decoupled
first order lag filters which have variable gains and time constants. The
resolved rotor hub pitching and rolling moments constitute the feedback sig-
nals to the control filters. The control system outputs, in turn, drive the
longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch actuators. For a complete description
of the closed loop system, the reader is referred to Section 3 of Reference 2.
In order to further evaluate the first order lag feedback control sys-
tem, several closed loop tests were conducted during the Phase 3 program.
The object of the experiments was to 'determine the effectiveness of the elec-
tronic control device in alleviating the rotor response to the external dis-
turbances generated by shaft motion. One rotor and control system configura-
tion was considered, i.e.,
Rotor Configuration 1 (y = 5.0)
800 rpm (p = 1.33)
LOCKHEED
~
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~ == 0 deg
r == 0 deg
The closed loop rotor hub moment frequency response to shaft roll at
M == 0 is presented in Figures 39 and 40. A comparison of these data with
similar open loop results (i.e., Figures C33 and C34) indicates the feedback
control system is mildly effective in alleviating the external disturbance at
low excitation frequencies and ineffective or even deteriorating at higher
frequencies. These characteristics are consistent with similar Phase 2 test
results where a collective pitch excitation comprised the external disturbance
of the closed loop system.
Closed loop frequency response test results at M == 0.28 are shown in
Figures 41 and 42. For these data the excitation was shaft pitch. Generally
the rotor characteristics are the same as those obtained at M== o. The ef-
fectiveness of the control system at low frequencies is somewhat greater,
however. (Comparable open loop data are plotted in Figures C25 and c26.)
This is simply due to the fact that the rotor open loop response to a at
M == 0.28 is greater than the response to ~ at M == 0 and thus there is more
moment response to relieve. The peaking of the closed loop response at

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA
An important part of the Lockheed/AMRDL High Advance Ratio Research
Program has been the evaluation of a simple rotor theory by comparing ana-
lytical and experimental data. The correlation effort, previous results of
which are reported in References 1 and 2, has been continued during the Phase
3 program. The open loop rotor frequency response to shaft pitch and roll
constitute the data which were correlated for the current study.
THEORY
The mathematical rotor model is completely defined in Section 7 of Ref-
erence 2. It consists of four untwisted rigid .blades which flap indiVidually
and inelastically about a centrally arranged flapping hinge. Each blade is
restrained by a hypothetical spring which is selected so that the rigid blade
flapping frequency is identical to the first flap mode natural frequency of
the elastic blade being simulated. Steady state aerodynamic theory is used
and the effects of blade stall, Mach number and deviations from a uniform
induced velocity field are ignored. Reversed flow is totally accounted for
resulting in equations which are valid over the complete advance ratio range,
IJ. = 0 --.CO.
The flapping equations of motion in Reference 2 do not include shaft
pitch and roll forcing functions. The mass moment acting on the i th blade of




~iC = ~ {cos .[~ + (i-l) ~1 (20 ~ + a)
R pa2" Y l
+ sin [. + (i-1) ~1 (- 20 &+ ~)l
75
(15)
The aerodynamic moment is
4 ~ i = 0 ~ m~ I~ + (i -1) ~1
R pa2"
+ 0 &~ I~ + (i-l) ~] (16)
where i 1, 2, 3 or 4,
m& (~) = cos(~)C (~) l
m~ (~) = sin(~)C (~) j
and C (~) is the periodic aerodynamic damping of blade flapping. Combining
equations (15) and (16) with the flapping equations of motion (i.e., equation
(1) of Reference 2) yields










+ 02 S. !~ p2). lY
~] + 02 (so + Ss
n] l [2" j meo ~
~] (20 ~+ ii) + sin [v + (i-1)~] (-20 it + ~)l







Equation (18) was solved using the techniques described in Section 7 of
Reference 2 to obtain rotor transfer functions with respect to rotor shaft
pitch and roll oscillations.
CORRELATION RESULTS
Only experimental data for configuration 1 have been compared with theo-
retical data. Typical correlation results are shown in Figures 43 through 48.
The measured test derivatives have been nondimensionalized by the rotor stiff-






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































results. Ke varies with rotor rotational speed and blade structural stiffness
(Reference 1). For the data presented, Ke = 327 in.-lb/deg at 550 rpm and
Ke = 348 in.-lb/deg at 800 rpm.
Without discussing Figures 43 through 48 individually, the following
observations are offered concerning the correltation results. With the ex-
ception of the absolute gains, good agreement exists between theoretical ancr
experimental frequency response to shaft roll. It is probable that the dis-
crepancies in the magnitudes of the derivatives are due to the procedure by
which the test data were nondimensionalized as much as the theory itself. It
is highly unlikely that a single value of Ke (which is based upon the first
flap mode response at ~ = 0) is valid for all excitation frequencies and
forward speeds.
The correlation results for shaft pitch oscillations are not quite as
good as for shaft roll. Agreement does exist at low excitation frequencies
for both gain and phase data. At higher frequencies, however, the experi-
mental data exhibit greater peaking and more phase lag than the theory. This
implies that the actual rotor flap damping is less than that predicted theo-
retically. The experimental frequency response data for shaft roll excita-
tions also manifest this characteristic to a lesser degree. It is noted that
similar correlations of frequency response to swashplate excitations (Refer-








The third phase of the Lockheed/AMRDL "High Advance Ratio Research Program"
was primarily an experimental activity. The hingeless rotor data bank estab-
lish during the earlie~ two phases of the program was expanded by testing a
larger advance ratio/flap frequency (~/p) envelope and by determining rotor
frequency response to shaft pitch and roll for the first time.
The ~/p envelope for which rotor response data with respect to steady e ,
o
e , e , and a excitations are available was extended to include P = 1.125
s c
at ~ = 0, P = 1.15 for '~= 0--0.82 and P = 1.28 for ~ = 0--0.92. The
analysis of these steady state data included determining steady rotor hub
moment, shaft moment and lift derivatives. The rotor rotating blade flap
bending moments at three radial positions (x = 0.073, 0.293, 0.49) were also
harmonically analyzed and response derivatives calculated. The characteristics
of the data generally agree with previous test results. Variations in the rotor
response with changes in flap frequency and advance ratio were as anticipated.
Test results at ~ = 0 with low and moderate rotor lift levels clearly demon-
strate the linear and nonlinear effects of induced inflow.
The rotor frequency response data bank with e , e and e excitations was
o s c
expanded to include P = 1.15 for ~ = 0--0.60 and P = 1.28 for ~ = 0--0.92.
These newly acquired transfer functions have the same characteristics as
similar Phase 2 data. The rotor response was a maximum when the excitation
frequency was in resonance with the blade first flap bending mode natural
frequency. A mild involvement of the blade second flap bending mode in the
response was noted at several test conditions. The frequency response
characteristics also indicate that the damping of the blade flapping motion
increases with advance ratio and that induced inflow is an important considera-




Experimental rotor transfer functions with respect to shaft pitching (a)
and rolling (~) oscillations were obtained for nondimensional flap frequencies
ranging from P = 1.15- 1.56 and advance ratios from f.J. = 0 - to 0.93. The data
indicate that the major part of the rotor response is caused by the inertial
.
and gyroscopic excitations. Aerodynamic excitations due to ~ and ~ are
conparatively weak and the aerodynamic excitation due to a is only a factor
at low frequencies.
Several closed loop frequency tests with a and ¢ excitations were also con-
ducted to further evaluate the Phase 2 hub moment feedback control system.
The closed loop response characteristics were approximately the same as those
previously obtained. That is, the control network was only effective in reduc-
ing the rotor response to the shaft excitations at very low frequencies.
Selected experimental rotor transfer functions with a and ¢ excitations
were compared with theoretical results in order to assess the validity of the
mathematical model. The rigid blade flapping theory agreed reasonably well
with the test results, a finding which is consistent with previous correlation
efforts.
The hingeless rotor data bank, which has been formed by testing the 7 1/2-
foot diameter Lockheed/AMRDL rotor model is characterized by low nominal rotor
lift levels. A follow-on effort which is currently in the planning stages will
involve testing the model at high rotor lifts. The testing will be open loop
and include both steady response and frequency response. These results will
greatly compliment the existing data by defining the conditions where the
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EXPERIMENTAL STEADY STATE ROTOR RESPONSE DATA
The data used to calculate the steady lift and moment derivatives
presented in Section 5 of this report are tabulated herein. Measured values
of 0, ~, e , e , e , a, ~-, LH, M ,L and LIFT are listed in Table IV foro s c -~ s s
each test point. For each data set, where one of the four excitations was
varied while the other three were held constant, a linear least squares curve
fit or the five responses was used to determine steady derivatives. These
are noted in the tabulations as slopes. The deviation of each datum from the
.statistical line was also calculated and is labeled an error. The errors are
useful as a quick check of the linearity of the data.
All of the rotating blade bending moment data are listed in Table V.
Derivatives were also determined from these data with a linear least squares
curve fit. They are plotted in Figures Al through Al2. The one-per-rev blade
bending moment distributions are used in Appendices Band C to transfer hub

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































o 0.2 0.40..6 0.8 .
Figure AI. Harmonic Content of Blade Flapping, Configuration 5,
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Figure A2. Harmonic Content of Blade Flapping, Configuration 5,
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Figure A3. Harmonic Content of Blade Flapping, Configuration 5,
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Figure A4. Harmonic Content of Blade Flapping, Configuration 5,
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Figure A5. Harmonic Content of Blade Flapping, Configuration 5,
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Figure A6. Harmonic Content of Blade Flapping, Configuration 5,
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Harmonic Content of Blade Flapping, Configuration 5,
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Harmonic Content of .Blade Flapping, Configuration 5,
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One-Per-Rev Blade Radial Flap Bending Moment Distribution Config-
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One-Per-Rev Blade Radial Flap Bending Moment Distribution Config-









- TEST DATA~ CONFIGURATION 5
x 850 RPM {P = 1.15}
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Figure All. One-Per-Rev Blade Radial Flap Bending Moment Distribution Config-
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Figure A12. One-Per-Rev Blade Radial Flap Bending Moment Dist~ibution Config-






EXPERIMENTAL ROTOR FREQUENCY RESPONSE DATA (e , e AND eEXCITATIONS)
o s c
All of the Phase 3 rotor transfer functions with respect to e ,e and
o s
e are contained in this appendix. The hub moment frequency response is
c
plotted (in Figures BI through B46) as it was in the main body of this re-
port. The hub moment data have also been transferred to the shaft centerline,
nondimensionalized and tabulated (Tables VI, VII and VIII). The procedure
by which this was accomplished is fully described in Appendix C. The reader






ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO COLLECTIVE
PITCH, CONFIGURATION 5
LR 25491
c c ~ cw ~ _m_ m Phase 1 Phase
rpm/P IJ (rad/sec) n Boa 0' (rad) °08 cr (rad)
850/1.15 0.27 3.26 0.C?7 0.0200 -0.152 0.0033 -3.499
6.63 0.0-]'5 0.0192 -0.304 0.0032 -3.836
13.14 0.1~8 0.01 78 -0.601 0.0020 -4.847
26.96 0.3Ut 0.0120 -1.072 0.0029 -1.275
20.16 0.227 O. 0151 - 0.890 0.0020 -0.316
33.78 0.3 El 0.0098 -1.204 0.0037 -1.752
38.70 0.4~6 0.0077 -1.430 0.0046 -1.970
50.72 0.5/1 0.0069 -1.314 0.0043 -2.467
64.23 0.71.5 0.0086 - O. 994 0.0032 -2.835
77.98 O.BEO 0.0085 -0.874 0.0031 --2.339
101.60 1. lit5 O. 0070 -1.411 0.0061 -3.003
114.16 1.287 0.0068 -1.366 0.0065 -3.191
127.04 1 • It~4 0.0079 - 1 .369 0.0072 -3.269
153.10 1.727 0.0121 -1.661 0.0115 '-3.473
141.58 1.5<;8 0.0100 -1.516 0.0094 -3.36B
180.35 2. C37 0.0241 -2.597 0.0272 -4.309
0.36 3.25 0.036 0.0303 -0.139 0.0085 -3.414
6.58 0.074 0.0296 -0.271 0.0080 -3.697
13.16 0.147 0.0281 - 0.551 0.0063 -4.314
20.22 0.226 0.0250 -0.836 0.0038 -5.101
26.83 0.3CO 0.0210 -1.057 0.00?3 -0.040
33.50 0.37't 0.0171 -1. 226 0.0028 -1.182
3'.78 0.421 0.0148 -1.343 0.0039 -1. 567
50.67 0.5 c5 0.0137 -1.010 0.0040 -2.525
57.51 O.6 1t! 0.0123 -1.194 0.0047 -2.515
63.49 O. 714 0.0097 -1.226 0.0055 -2.678
76.61 0.859 ().0102 -1. 083 0.0056
-2.862
102.90 1.1:4 0.0089 - 1.441 0.0086 -3.109
113.29 1.270 0.0087 -1.403 0.0087 -3.239
127.20 1.427 O.OlOe. -1.386 0.0097
-3.273
-----------------------1-40-.44
--1- .--574---0.G-l-:36-----h-5-3-2---0.(H-1S- -----3.-3-3"7- -- ----- --~
153.10 1.714 0.0160 -1.672 0.0157 -3.326
166.58 1.8 c5 D.02la -1.975 0.0227 -3.625
180.14 2. C16 0.0283 - 2.435 0.0301 -4.046
196.35 2. 1 c;9 0.0307 - 3. 464 0.0316 -4. g 88





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO COLLECTIVE
PITCH, CONFIGURATION 5 (Continued)
LR 25491
c c ~ cW ~ _m_._ m Phase 1 Phase
rpm/p IJ (radjsec) n 00a f1 (rad) (Joa f1 (rad)
850/1.15 0.51 3.26 0.G?7 0.0443 - O. 164 0.0116 -3.472 .6.55 o. a13 0.0433 -0.310 0.0110 -3.765
13.01 0.1lj6 0.0414 - o. 601 0.0092 -4.,97
26.48 0.2~7 0.0305 -1.154 0.0048 -6.197
50.56 0.5th 0.0159 -1.042 0.0050 -2.259
63.45 0.710 O. 0153 -1.338 0.0069 -2.342
76.85 0.8tO 0.0145 -1.297 0.0077 -2.~08
101.57 1.138 0.010g -1.550 0.0120 -3.099
114.91 1.2 f8 0.0135 -1.424 0.0131 ,-3.324
126.1 7 1.412 0.0167 -1.576 0.0143 -3.463
139.26 1.5:8 0.0206 -1. 801 0.0171 -3.589"
152.73 1.7(8 0.0259 - 2.034 0.0232 -3.718
179.01 2.0C3 0.0403 -2.879 0.0424 -4.518
164.66 1 .. 838 0.0351 ~?245 0.0343 -3.917
206.41 2.3(2 0.0173 -4.293 0.0252 -5.685
194 .. 17 2.119 0.0351 -3.893 0.0404 -5.472
0.60 3.26 0.037 0.0556 - 0.175 0.0156 -3.466
6.54 O. Cl4 0.0553 -0.323 0.0151 -3.758
12.96 o. llj6 0.0520 -0.626 0.012 '5 -4.361
13.00 0.llj6 0.0512 -0.632 0.0124 -4.365
26.59 0.2<;9 0.0368 -1.216 0.0057 -6.032
37.60 0.422 0.0225 -1.622 0.0058 -1.345
50.3, 0.5i6 0.0168 -1.~87 0.0069 -2.055
1 S.85 0.223 0.0452 - 0.948 0.0085 -5.101
63.40 0.712 0.0173 -1.441 0.0076 -2.321
76.57 o.etO 0.0162 -1.386 0.0090 -2.538
88.42 0.9':2 0.0152 -1.620 0.0127 -2.747
101.61 1.140 0.0124 -1.489 0.0152 -3.092
113.87 1. ? 78 0.0159 -1.416 0.0160 -3.~56
126.48 1.420 0.0204 -1.571 0.0171 -3.474
139.82 1.5(;9 0.0251 -1.808 0.0206 -3.587
152.80 1.716 0.0310 - 2.034 0.0277 -3.740
179.32 2. 012 0.0608 - 3.012 0.0621 -4.646





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO COLLECTIVE
PITCH, CONFIGURATION 5 (Continued)
LR 25491
-fL c
,c ~ cW _m_ m Phase 1 Phase
rpm/p ",. (rad/sec) n Boa u (rad) Boa u (rad)
550/1.28 0.41 3.27 0.056 0.0':356 - 0.067 0.02:i0 -3.337
6.62 0.114 0.0370 - o. 147 0.0223 -3.553
13.08 0.225 O. Q/t 08 - O. 398 0.0201 -4.065
26.53 0.455 0.0330 -1.105 0.0054 -5.584
2 O. 09 o. 3 ~4 0.0399 -0.803 0.0132 -4.797
38.29 0.659 0 .. 0204 -1.'..93 0.0049 -2.133
50.87 0.879 0.0145 -1.628 0.0090 -2.652
63.65 1.CC:9 0.0154 -1.437 0.0100 -2.858
77.57 1.3"36 0.0137 -1.190 0.0123 -3.226
88.72 1.528 0.0170 -1.239 0.0136 -3.310
101.44 1.744 0.·0213 - 1.455 0.0171 -3.361
114.83 1.9/3 0.0282 -1.808 0.0254 -3.578
127.35 2.1 E7 0.0378 -2.426 0.0370 -4.119
142.93 2.453 0.0283 -3.562 0.0300 -5.10a
133.24 2.2E5 0.0383 - 2.865 0.0387 ....4.509
154.30 2. 6 '~6 0.0180 -4.049 0.0206 -5.462
0.79 6.61 0.115 0.0974 - O. 22 8 0.0544 -3.620
13.07 0.227 0.1022 -0.546 0.0484 -4.200
20.18 0.351 0.0933 - 0.992 0.0320 -4.955
26.74 0.4t:5 0.0725 -1.327 0.0154 -5.661
38.02 0.6tl 0.0431 -1.749 0.0091 -1.606
'50.25 0.873 0.0254 -1.810 0.0113 -2.416
63.30 1.1CO 0.0233 -1.571 0.0224 -2.677
77.30 1.343 0.0247 -1.193 9. 0286 -3.170
89.05 1.550 0.0334 -1.302 0.0281 -3.325
100.60 1.748 0.0416 -1.522 0.0343 -3.,78
114.2't 1.<H6 0.0541 -1.968 0.0497 -3.692
127.04 2.2(9 0.0703 -2.608 0.0684 -4.263
1 32.62 2.3(9 0.0668 - 3.024 0.0671 -4.643
140.44 2.443 0.0511 - 3.501 0.0533 -5.055
153.10 2.6[4 0.0318 -4.023 0.0355 -5.483





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPO;NSE TO COLLECTIVE
PITCH, CONFIGURATION 5 (Continued)
LR 25491
w .J!L. c cm Phase l c_m_ 1 Phase
rpm/p Il (rad/sec) SI SaO' (rad) Soa 0- (rad)0
550/1.28 0.92 3.26 O.CSt 0.1307 -0.123 0.0&21 -3.385
6.62 0.114 u.1294 -0.262 0.0597 -3.652
12.97 0.22'+ O. 1302 -0.587 0.0519 -4.231
19.92 0.3l;4 0.11 77 -1.009 0.0340 -4.967
26.44 0.4~7 0.0935 -1.331 0.0173 -5.153
31.26 0.5'-10 0.0163 -1.501 0.0102 -0.235
37.96 0.657 0.0530 -1.116 0.0118 -1.655
50.52 0.871 0.0312 -1.662 0.0204 -2.453
63.47 1. O~4 0.0290 -1.582 0.0291 -2.651
76.23 1.314 0.0299 -1.196 0.0364 -3.132
88.75 1.530 0.0411 -1.331 0.0353 -3.373
101.51 1. 7 ~ 1 0.0510 -1.592 0.0414 -3.438
114.49 1. q 11 0.0653 -1.940 0.0567 -3.662
127.45 2.2 C2 0.0806 -2.631 0.0764 -4.274
132.A4 2.2~.c; 0.0774 - 3. 001 0.0755 -4.606
120.3.3 2.077 u.0742 - 2.199 0.0613 -3.SSC>
152.51 2. c:'. 0.040't -3.900 0.0443 -5.428







ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO LONGITUDINAL





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO LONGITUDINAL
CYCLIC PITCH, CONFIGURATION 5 (Continued)
LR 2549]
c c
_L cw ;J!L. _m_ m Phase 1 Phase
rpm/P p. (radjsec) &'2' 8s a u (rad) '8 au (rad)s·
850/1.15 0.36 3.54 0.04C C.C2P5 -C.080 0.0142 -3.312
6.59 0.074 0.0279 -0.217 0.0135 -3.538
13.09 ,).147 J.0272 -:J .439 J. J1l6 -3. S3 8
26.<30 0.302 0.0216 -0.909 C.0053 -4.641
37.19 0.411 0.C154 -1.182 0.0010 -4. HO
50.74 0.56<; 0.0152 -1.082 ).0:)14 -3.512
69.58 0.778 0.0:'23 -1.284 0.0 C27 -2.854
83.38 0.928 0.0110 -1.343 C.OC37 -2.854
95.11 1.060 0.0104 -1.435 ).)049 -2.964
10g.16 1.215 0.0100 -l.463 0.OC59 -3.163
120.05 1.335 0.0099 -1.493 0.0061 -3.134
121.45 1.425 0.0106 -1.501 I).J 069 -3.15 J
159.80 1.792 0.0165 -1.799 0.0135 -3.597
0.51 3.53 ).J3'1 ).0310 -,).099 0.0155 -3.342
6.55 0.073 0.0361 -0.236 C.0146 -3.584
13.07 0.146 0.0352 -0.495 0.0126 -4.022
26.50 0.296 J .02 77 -1.0J7 ).)051 -4.g49
38.00 0.425 0.0175 -1.366 C.OC09 -0.767
50.61 0.566 0.013'1 -1.341 C.002 2 -2.410
64.0) 0.715 0.0142 -1.321 J.0027 -2.536
71.25 0.862 0.0129 -1.272 0;.OC31 -2. t92
88.90 0.992 0.0118 -1.404 0.0052 -2.718
1)).72 1.122 0.0104 -1.419 0.0066 -2. '198
114.28 1.273 0.0107 -1.350 C.OC71 -3.142
126.27 1.407 0.0124 -1.383 0.OC77 -3.219
139.57 1.571 ,).0149 -1.521 J.OI01 -3.17 5
152.06 1.710 0.0174 -1.645 C.O 140 -3.335
119.52 2.017 0.0281 -2.265 0.0251 -3.913
206.68 2.322 J. 0245 -3.457 ).0227 -5.185
0.60 3.28 0.037 0.0453 - 0 .143 C.0173 -3.387
6.55 0.073 0.0449 -0.211 0.0167 -3.619
13.02 J.146 0.0433 -0.545 0.0143 -4.079
26.3C 0.295 0.0326 -1.072 0.0061 -5.085
33.21 0.372 0.0253 -1.271 0.0023 -5.664
38.0J ).425 0.0197 -1.411 0.001') -1.llS





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO LONGITUDINAL
CYCLIC PITCH, CONFIGURATION 5 (Continued)
LR 25491
~ c cm Phase -l- c1 Phasew _m_
rpm/P II. (rad/sec) n 8sa u (rad) 8sau (rad)
850/1.15 0.60 63.96 0.716 0.0154 -1.3<;5 0.OC35 -2.428
76.27 0.854 0.0138 -1.306 J. 0 045 -2.574
88.41 0.991 0,0122 -1.456 C.0061 -2. t83
101.21 1.134 0.0106 -1.406 0.OC85 -3.005
113.58 1.27t 0.0119 -1.318 0.0086 -3.174
126.42 1.411 0.0139 -1.364 0.OC90 -3_210
139.32 1.562 0.0160 -1.503 0.0114 -3.158
152.21 1.701 0.0181 -1.642 0.0153 -3.335
118.81 2.00t 0.0299 -2.112 0.0271 -3.849
550/1.28 0 3.25 0.C'57 0.0085 -5.778 0.0235 -3.163
6.52 O. 113 0.0149 -5.570 0.0274 -3.244-
9.79 0.1(;9 0.0250 -5.657 0.0329 -3.491
13.03 0.225 0.0339 -6.010 0.0347 -3.904
16.47 0.2f4 0.0361 - 0.141 0.0285 -4.345
19.95 0.343 0.0331 -0.429 0.0203 -4.624
26.52 0.456 0.0270 - O. 699 0.0109 -4.797
33.14 0.5e8 0.0?34 - 0.847 0.0063 -4.711
37.67 0.645 0.0217 - O. 92 9 0.0044 -4.531
50.09 0.859 0.0204 -1.046 0.0036 -3.931
57.21 0.919 0.0188 -1.159 0.0045 -3.506
63.06 1. 1 C7 0.01 79 -1.247 0.0056 -3.393
76.:13 1.42A 0.0171 - 1.456 0.0086 -3.394
83.50 1. 650 0.0174 -1.507 0.0102 -3.600
100.56 1.873 0.0214 -1.840 0.0144 -3.710
114.08 2.051 0.0258 - 2.198 0.0197 -3.995
126.27 2.22 J 0.0272 - 2.669 0.0227 -4.434
140.38 2.4l:9 0.0213 - 3.312 0.0206 -4. 9 35
152.66 7.6 C3 0.0146 -3.937 0.0162 -5.517



























ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO LONGITUDINAL
CYCLIC PITCH, CONFIGURATION 5 (Continued)
LR 25491
c cm Phase _l- cw ~ _m_ 1 Phase
rpm/P 1.& (rad/sec) n 8sa u (rad) 8sau (rad)
550/1.28 0.41 89.18 1.527 0.0197 -1.431 C.0125 - 3.311
102.37 1.753 0.0235 -1.616 0.0164 -3.465
114.41 1.957 0.0287 -1.880 0.0226 -3.676
121.1<; 2.221 0.04.14 -2.585 0.0318 -4.324
14J.J) 2.43E ).0313 -3.459 C.0316 -5. 185
133.12 2.316 0.C3S6 -2.995 0.0379 -4.726
153.70 2.6l4 0.0165 -3. 'H2 0.0181 - 5.628
179.Jl 3.l13 J.0)50 -4.226 0.OC89 -5.964
0.79 6.60 0.114 0.076.1 -0.204 C.0461 -3 • .596
13.01 0.226 0.0822 - 0.504 0.0425 -4. 132
2J.J9 ).34<; J.OI5<J -0.939 ).)293 -4.818
26.38 0.4SE 0.0615 -1.260 0.0158 -5.377
31.23 0.542 0.0513 -1.424 0.OC03 -5.904
37.87 ) .65 E J.JH9 -1.619 J. J .J41 -1.130
50.54 0.817 0.02H: -1.639 0.0118 -2.452
63.30 1.10C 0.0217 -1.551 C.Olb4 -2.104
76.53 1.32<; '0. JZ24 -i.286 J.)2 )6 -3.166
88.50 1.537 0.0295 -1.368 0.0214 -3.302
10.1.51 1.763 0.0374 -1.623 0.0284 -3.418
113.74 1.974 J.)45) -1.911 0.0317 -3.726
127.14 2.201 0.0595 -2.651 (.0555 -4.352
132.17 2.295 0.0575 -3.025 0.0559 -4.708
139.69 2.421 O.:Jlt6) -3.510 J.047) -5.113
152.58 2.650 0.C269 -3.989 0.0301 -5.585
179.52 3.118 0.0012 -4.54e; (.0114 -6.108
0.92 6.6) J.1l4 :).)984 -;.252 0.0492 -3.632
L2.<;1 0.222 0.1024 -C.557 C.0439 -4.166
20.08 0.346 C.0(116 -0.985 0.0295 -4. e77
26.37 J.454 0.0738 -1.293 J.)155 -5.521
31.26 0.539 0.0619 -1.441 0.OC81 -6. 129
37.<;7 0.654 "0.0432 -1.611 0.0069 -1.380
50.96 0.817 J .J2 ·,5 -1.606 'J.Ol3E -2.419
63.22 1.08c; 0.0245 -1.600 C.0208 -2.658
16.5<.1 1.317 0.C254 -1.283 0.0262 -3.165
88.15 1.511 0.C327 -1.392 ).0251 -3.380
100.98 1.739 o .Ol.t 16 -1.640 C.0311 -3.463
114.74 1.976 0.C51<j -2.053 (.0421 -3.793
126.43 2.178 0.062<j -2.641 0.0561 -4.333
140.<;4 2.425 0.0't71 -3.509 0.0466 -5.106
152.66 2.626 0.0322 - 3.963 0.0354 -5.507
180.35 3.103 0.0075 -4.727 0.0119 -6.128LOCKHEED 124~
TABLE VIII





---!!L- m Phase 1 Phase
rpm/P I.t (rad/sec) Sl 9ca u (rad) eca u (rad)
850/1.15 0.27 3.26 0.031 0.0202 -3.361 (.0201 -3.162
6.60 0.014 0.0191 - 3.5<;4 0.0213 -3.201
13.02 0.146 0.0170 - 4.045 0.0231 -3.388
26.49 0.298 0.0079 -4.845 0.0226 -3.<;38
37.15 0.425 0.0026 -4.966 0.0115 -4.211
50.31 0.567 0.0015 -4.152 C.0136 -4.465
63.62 0.715 0.0022 -3.114 0.0101 -4.553
76.72 0.863 0.·)J35 -3.441 C.0093 -4.545
101.41 1.140 0.0036 -3.448 0.0095 -4.680
114.91 1.292 J.0)44 -3.405 0.0099 -4.780
126.73 1.424 0.0055 -3.457 (.0102 -4.862
153.10 1.722 0.0083 -3.693 0.0113 -5. C89
182.,)2 2.)48 0.0148 -4.221 0.,)176 -5.604
0.36 3.26 0.037 0.0218 -3.357 (.0203 -3.159
6.65 0.075 0.021J -3.562 J.0212 -3.2)0
12.<]4 0.146 0.0184 - 3. <; 82 0.0233 -3.362
26.13 0.291 0.0093 -4.113 0.0231 -3.873
37.CJ5 0.421 0.0032 -4.<;91 :'>.0186 -4.2J9
50.77 0.571 0.0015 -4.238 0.0152 -4.440
63.98 0.720 0.0025 -3.164 0.0123 -4.571
71.28 0.810 0.0039 -3.542 C.OIJ3 -4.634
101.83 1.146 0.0037 -3.526 0.0095 -4.171
115.33 1.2ge 0.0046 -3.504 0.0095 -4.831
127.14 1.430 0.0056 -3.517 C.OI00 -4.884
152.80 1.719 0.0085 -3.169 0.0118 -5.138
0.51 3.24 0.036 0.0228 -3.372 0.0203 -3. 144
6.51 0.074 0.0223 -3.575 0.0212 -3.184
13.11 0.141 ).0194 -4.016 0.0236 -3.342
26.52 0.291 0.0099 -4.800 0.0236 -3.842
37.62 0.422 0.0036 -4.948 C.0193 -4. 130





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO LATERAL CYCLIC
PITCH, CONFIGURATION (Continued}
LR 25491
~ c c ~ cw _m_ m Phase 1 Phase
rpm/P ,.,. (rad/sec) n iOca C1 (rad) 0ca C1 (rad)
850/1.15 0.51 64.CC; 0.116' 0.0022 -3.824 0.0133 -4.507
76.81 0.858 0.0031 -3.549 C.0116 -4.590
88.75 J.9CJ2 0.OJ34 -3.553 0.0112 -4.676
100.SCJ 1.126 0.0038 -3.554 C.OI04 -4.788
114.01 1.280 0.0049 -3.511 C.0100 /-4.85 ;
126.38 1.41 7 0.OJ60 -3.614 0".01,)1 -4. S28
140.00 1.568 0.0070 -3.680 0.0110 -5.021
152.73 1.70S C.0085 -3.850 C.0115 -5.105
178.91 2.)01 J.0147 -4.341 ).0182 -5.616
206.96 2.314 0.OL2S -';).679 0.0111 -0.285
0.60 3.26 0.036 0.0211 -3.357 C.0189 -3.134
6.58 0.014 0.O?57 -3.581 0.<,)2)5 -3.146
12.88 0.144 0.0228 - 3. gg9 0.0234 -3.281
26.41 0.296 0.0118 -4.782 0 ..0242 -3.806
33.21 0.313 J.:) J69 -5.JJ8 ,).0215 -4.010
37.94 0.425 0.0042 -4. CJ 85 0.-0191 -4.106
50.13 0.561 0.0020 -4.670 0.0164 -4.324
t3.39 0.10g 0.C024 -3.972 J.\)140 -4.454 "
76.85 0 .• 860 0.0037 -3.685 0.0124 -4.540
101.74 1.139 0.0040 -3.436 0.0110 -4.771
113.83 1.214 0.0054 -3".452 C.OI01 -4.851
121.09 1.422 0.00t5 -3.586 e.Ol06 -4.929
140.00 1.566 0.0075 -3.672 0.0112 -5. 02~
152.80 1.111 0.0090 -3.874 0.0117 -5.126-
172.71 1.g33 0.0142 -4.256 0.0165 -5.535
550/1.28 0.41 3.26 0.056 0.0360 -3.311 0.0216 -3.07-\
6.55 0.113 0.0361 -3.505 0.0243 -3.041
12.99 0.225 0.0349 -3.953 (.0327 -3. 19-\
26.58 0.460 0.0150 -4.964 0.0345 -4. 032
2).01 0.347 0.0264 -4.561 0.0386 -3.641
38.12 U.66C 0.0042 -4.862 0.0242 -4.389
43.87 0.759 0.0041 -4.399 0.0220 -4.446
50.96 0.882 0.0)35 -3.848 0.0187 -4.566
64.10 1.109 0.0053 -3.648 0.0151 -4.66-\
76.79 1.32 S· 0.0011 -3.448 0.0146 -4.135
89.30 1.545 0.0)91 -3.511 0.0154 -4.821
101.64 1.158 0.0129 -3.611 0.0175 -4.<;58





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO LATERAL CYCLIC
PITCH, CONFIGURATION 5 (Continued)
LR 25491
c c c1 cw
.J!L _m_ m Phase 1 Phase
rpm/P Il (rad/sec) (l au (rad) au (rad)
550/1.28 0.41 128.44 2.220 ) .02 S3 -4.475 ).J291 -5.861
140.69 2.434 0.0264 -5.272 0.0223 -0.341
134.09 2.315 0.030f -4.849 0.0282 -6.231
153.33 2.646 J.0185 -5.666 0.0161 -0.637
180.24 3.10S 0.0085 -6.234 0.0051 -1.292
0.79 6.50 0.113 0.0524 -3.536 0.0251 -2.909
13.05 0.227 0.J49J -4.002 0.J362 -3.091
20.10 0.349 0.0360 -4.564 0.0429 --3.546
26.41 0.459 0.021e; -4.8<;7 0.0390 -3.903
31.25 0.543 0.0144 -4.998 J.I)343 -4.092
37.68 0.655 0.0088 -4.9(;7 0.0294 -4.251
50.54 0.880 0.0033 -4.658 C.0248 -4.452
63.49 1.1)3 0.))44 -3.458 0.0218 -4.620
76.66 1.332 0.C100 -3.269 0.0196 -4.780
89.15 1.549 0.0136 -3.4 <;2 C.0209 -4.810
101.41 1.760 J.H 88 -3.661 0.0236 -5.042
i13.83 1.974 0.0253 -3.9<;6 0.0277 -5.355
126.18 2.19<; 0.0379 -4.627 0.0358 -6.005
132.13 2.302 0.0395 -5.J21 0.J344 -0.120
140.25 2.434 0.0327 - 5.486 0.0259 -0.510
152.36 2.643 0.0217 -5.e;C9 0.0115 -0.921
178.91 3.1J1 0.OJ84 -0.436 ~OJ4J -2.226
0.92 6.50 0.112 0.0575 -3.553 C.0253 -7..901
13.01 0.225 0.0524 -4.020 0.0365 -3.096
20.00 0.343 0.0376 -4.543 0.0420 -3.530
26.67 0.45~ 0.0228 -4.816 0.0386 -3.883
31.26 0.535 0.0155 -4.964 0.0350 -4.054
31.14 0.648 0.0095 -4.848 J.03JJ -4.197
50.18 0.872 0.0043 -4.595 0.0262 -4.427
63.42 1.J91 J. :))46
-3.611 0.0234 -4.623
16.66 1.321 0.Ol03 -3.361 0.0206 -4.174
88.17 1.528 0.0139 -3.521 0.0209 -4.810
100.44 1.730 0.019;)
-3.674 0.0239 -,5.025
114.20 1.967 0.0289 -4.038 0.0304 -5.362
126.32 2.116 0.0318
-4.663 0.0348 -6. C06
140.69 2.425 0.0330 -5.610 0.0249
-0.662
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tjr o n ,; J: m m C
APPENDIX C
EXPERIMENTAL ROTOR FREQUENCY RESPONSE DATA (ROTOR SHAFT EXCITATIONS)
All of the rotor transfer functions with respect to shaft pitch (~) and
roll (~), which were acquired during the Phase 3 test, are contained in this
appendix. The hub moment frequency response data, with the dimensions, in.-
lb/deg, are plotted in Figures Cl through C54. These derivatives have also
been transferred to the center of rotation, converted to coefficient form and
tabulated (Tables IX through XII). The amplification factors (k) used to
transfer the configuration 5 hub moment derivatives to the shaft centerline
are based on the experimental one-per-rev blade bending moment distributions
plotted in AppendixA. The amplification factors for configuration 1 are ana-
lytically determined as described in Reference 1 (page 84). The values of k






The equations used to nondimensionalize the data are:
Cl ~
- = -...",...-..;;.;;.--=--
8,0' n R3 p {OR)2 aO'
where a = 5.73 and p = 0.002324 SlugS/ft3 are assumed.
The tabulated phase lags are expressed in radians in the range 0 ~-2n.






ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO SHAFT PITCH
CONFIGURATION 5
LR 25491
~ c c _C.L cw _m_ m Phase 1 Phase
rpm/P Il (rad/sec) n aaa (rad) aaa (rad)
850/1.15 0 3.26 o. en 0.0048 - 1.448 0.0064 -5.005
6.52 0.0/3 0.0122 -1.474 0.0136 -5.346
9.70 0.1(9 0.0226 -1.674 0.0208 -5.761
13.08 0.1'-17 0.0320 - 2.045 0.0239 -6.266
16.31 O. 1 ELt 0.036 1• -2.294 0.0234 -0.323
19.87 0.223 0.0387 - 2.491) 0.021 7 -0.605
23.02 0.2:8 0.0397 - 2.605 0.0199 -0.774
26.31 0.2~6 r).0422 -2.679 O. oU~ q -0.90J
33.03 0.311 0.0485 -2.801 o.oun -1. 123
*~ 7 .61 0.422 0.0571 -2.913 0.0194 -1.336
*50.? 9 0.5t4 0.0626 -3.150 0.0191 -1.~)70
*:57.01 0.641 0.0675 - 3.050 0.0199 -1.674
*163.21 0.712 J.LD6R -3.174 0.0299 -1.B77
0.27 3. 31 0.O~7 O. 0078 - O. 997 0.0038 -5.395
6.57 0.Cf4 0.0135 - 1.421 0.0070 -5.443
20.01 0.224 0.0387 -2.133 0.0219 -0.002
26.39 0.2<;6 0.0502 -2.388 0.J266 -0.367
'31.23 0.350 0.0604 - '2.567 0.0297 "-0.653
'*38.23 0. 1.. 29 0.0937 -2.781 0.0402 -1.066
* 57. 73 0.6~7 O. 11 as -3.404 0.0369 -2.098
'*63.74 0.715 '1.1199 -4.513 0.0385 -3."20b
0.36 3.26 0.C?7 0.0099 -0.677 0.0032 -4.986
6.61 O. Cltt 0.fl141 -1.204 0.0056 -5.12 It
2.0.07 0.221) 0.0?!)7 -?OOO 0.O?16 -6.153
26.53 O. 2 c; 8 0.0526 -2.293 0.0266 -0.312
31.24 0.351 0.0633 -2.495 0.0308 -0.593
* 37.96 0.427 a.0979 -2.727 0.0424 -1. 024
*57.68 0.648 O. 1147 -3.382 0.0411 -2.177
* 63 .44 0.713 O. 1256 - 4. 4 /t 1 0.0428 -3.141





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO SHAFT PITCH,
CONFIGURATION 5 (Continued)
LR 25491
~ c cm Phase _'l- cw m l·Phase
rpm/p IJ. (rad/sec) n aaa (rad) a aa (rad)
850/1.15 0.51 3.26 O.C37 0.0206 -0~382 0.00(t9 -4.157
6.55 o. a i!t 0.0235 -0.752 O.008 it -Ito 140
12.qB O.llj6 0.0339 -1.310 0.0161 -5.425
19.82 0.223 0.0476 -1. 793 0.0236 -6.027
26.80 0.3 Cl 0.0617 -2.L84 0.0296 -0.267
31.26 0.351 0.0729 -2.397 0.0330 -0.565
'*38.12 0.429 O. 1094 -2.661 0.0449 -L.005
'*58.35 0.657 0.1372 -3.487 0.0483 -2.195
"*6/t.23 0.721. 0.1227 -4.041 O. 04 /t 1 -2.806
0.60 3.26 0.037 0.0~~O6 - 0.323 0.0072 -3.922
6.58 0.074 0.0,40 -0.673 O.01~3 -4.5/tO
12.81 O. 14(t 0.0420 -1.229 0.0157 -5.212
20.20 0.228 0.0566 -1.737 0.023'1 -').993
26.64 0.3(0 0.0691 -2.107 0.0291 -0.230
33.07 0.373 0.0876 -2.386 0.0348 -0.653
"*3.,.74 0./t25 0.1167 -2.602 0.041)2 -0.99j
*58.17 0.6~4 ;). 1359 -3.076 0.0459 -2.438
"* 64. 04 0.721 o. 1335 -3.876 0.0438 -2.701
550/1.28 0 3.28 O.CS7 0.0058 -1.191 0.0125 -4.R98
6.54 o. 113 O.018? -1.080 0.02 a 2 -5.119
9.73 O. H9 0.0407 -1.256 0.0489 -5.483
12.97 0.225 O. 07/t8 -1.688 0.0732 -6.043
16.31 0.2 E4 0.01373 -2.153 0.0722 -0.288
19.80 0.3lj4 0.0196 - 2.45"3 o. OS 24 -D. ~ 46
23.02 0.4Cl 0.090? -2.604 0.0558 -0.857
26.46 0.4 C1 0.0'1 t 5 - 2. 701 0.0510 -1.015
* 33.00 0.5/4 0.1010 - 2. 82 J 0.0482 -1.236
* 3 7.52 O.6~3 I). 1185 -2.922 0.(1)12 -1.438
*.44.02 0.7t.6 0.0908 -3.197 0.0385 -1.749
*.50.30 0.815 O. 1043 -3.178 0.0436 -1.823
*57.27 0.9<;6 0.1346 - 3. 049 0.0511 -1.B9~
*63.00 1. ceq 0.2000 -3.178 0.0743 -2.062





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO SHAFT ROLL,
CONFIGURATION 5
LR 25491
c c ~L cw .J!L. _m_ m Phase I-Phase
r-pm/P IJ (rad/sec) (2 V> aCT (rad) qJ aCT -(rad)
850/1.15 0 3.26 0.C?7 0.0056 -1.844 0.0044 -1.426
6.5 /t 0.074 0.0122 -2.154 0.0110 -1.445
9.74 O. 1 10 0.01034 -2.554 0.0202 -1.638
12.8 7 0.145 0.0219 -2.989 0.0289 -1.933
16.31 O. 1 E4 O. 0214 -3.40? 0.0337 -2.245
1 g. 93 0.225 f).GI9I -~.64B O.OVt9 -2.429
26.51 o. 2 ~9 0.0162 - 3~ 974 0.0363 -2.631
12.97 0.371 0.0152 -4.173 0.0335 -2.126
37.48 0.421 0.0154 -L~.292 0.0423 -2.814
'*5Q.31 O.5f6 0.01·J8 -4.378 0.0366 -2.306
*57~41 o. 6 'tl) 0.0112 -4.454 0.0390 -2.815
63.00 0.7(9 0.0134 -4.516 0.04-16 -2.832
0.27 3.26 O. C:'7 o. 0038 -1..722 0.0036 -1.59':)
b.63 O. C ";4 0.0067 - 1.953 0.0014 -1.5'72
1 1.02 n. 14(; '1.012'3 -Z.!t6? 0.0174 -1.695
26.73 0.?<:9 0.0164 -3.420 0.0382 -2.218
37.83 0.423 0.0160 -3.979 0.0475 -2.564
*51.64 O.5t9 0.0099 -4.205 0.0447 -2.74&
63.5 /t 0.713 0.0161 -4.247 0.04A7 -2.876
77.06 :) • 8 (4 O. 0258 -4.730 0.05')9 -2.984
89.0? o. C; q 0.OJ84 - 5.848 0.0~94 -2.854
20.1 7 0.227 0.0158 -3.003 0.0293 -1.963
31.25 o. :; 51 0.01')9 -3.700 0.0429 -2.382
* 44.07 0.4~6 0.0134 -4.380 0.0436 -2.763
'*57.60 0.650 0.0117 -4.;~2Q 0.04R9 -2. q 26
0.36 1.26 0.C?7 0.0034 -1.6~2 0.0034 -1.6'd
6.56 C. 074 0.0064 - 1. 932 0.0067 -1.60~
13. aIt I). 147 0.0115 -2.365 0.Ol5R -1.72,:}
20.25 0.228 0.0151 - 2.929 0.0217 -1.945
26.64 0.3(0 0.0165 -3.313 0.0361 -2.175
31.26 0.352 0.0146 -3.550 0.0396 -2.319
38.02 0.427 0.0140 -3.'J46 0.0452 -2.525
* 44.1 7 0.4«;6 0.0125· -4.274 0.0409 -2.695
*50.82 0.510 0.0103 -4.172 0.0441 -2.6q6
*57.76 0.t:4!1 0.0097 -4.160 0.0468 -2.763
63.76 0.7]') 0.0160 - 4.273 0.0504 -2. K29
77.40 0.8t13 0.0238 -4.792 0.0549 -2.958





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO SHAFT ROLL,
CONFIGURATION 5 (Continued)
LR 25491
c c ~..L cw ;J!L _m_ m Fhase 1 Phase
rpm/F Il (rad/sec) 0' f/)aCT (rad) f/)aCT (rad)
850/1.15 0.51 3.26 0.C37 0.0033 -1.630 0.0031 -1.651
~.60 O. C/4 0.OQ57 -1.873 0.0055 -1.630
12.93 O.1ljl) 0.0113 -2.370 0.0141 -1.702
20.05 Q.224 0.0161 -2.880 0.02&3 -1.902
31.23 0.350 0.0155 -3.585 0.0379 -2.279
* 44. 21 0.4~5 0.0172 - 4.342 0.0445 -2.65:)
*5().76 0.5t.7 0.0122 -4.122 0.0467 -2.651
76.85 0.855 0.0252 - 4.807 0.0505 -2.93~
8'1.02 1.0eO 0.0259 -5.718 0.0,72 -2.728
0.60 3.26 0.036 0.0034 -1.285 0.0030 -1.865
6.53 o. 013 0.0061 -1.861 0.0065 -1.647
12.98 O.llj5 0.0131 -2.385 0.0150 -1.684
20.0D 0.224 0.01 76 -2.909 0.0258 -1.896
26.86 O. ] Ct) 0.0195 -3.364 0.0348 -2.132
31.24 0.3"8 0.0194 -3.678 0.0398 -2.292
31.26 0.3lt8 0.0194 -3.652 0.0395 -2.285
38.03 0.427 0.0195 -4.124 0.0459 -2.517
*44.22 0.4 C;6 0.0132 -4.754 0.0404 -2.683
* 50."35 O.5U"t 0.0118 -4.118 0.0452 -2.644
-IE 57.42 0.643 0.0149 -4.247 0.0495 -2.731
63.26 0.7(7 0.0183 -?199 0.0473 -2.840
76.76 0.856 0.0110 - 5. 200 0.0542 -2.843
88.80 0.9 C;O 0.0107 - 5. 32 5 0.0642 -2.859
;50/1.28 0 3.26 0.0% 0.0123 -1.755 0.0056 -1.158
6.52 O. 112 0.0278 - 1. 971 0.0178 -1.;011
9.70 0.lt7 0.0506 - 2.335 0.0432 -1.191
13.03 0.224 0.0711 -2.961 0.0119 -1.702
16.26 0.218 0.0655 -3.490 0.0861 -2.176
19.83 0.340 0.0550 -3.803 0.0829 -2.452
26.55 0.4~3 0.0413 -4.111 0.0717 -2.672
33.07 0.Sf3 0.0366 -4.285 0.0788 -2.765
37.73 0.641 0.0365 -4.458 0.0862 -2.865
*43.92 o. 7~8 0.0253 -4.530 0.0640 -2.869
* 50.23 0.8~5 0.0261 -4.550 0.0721 -2.332
*57.22 0.9 E4 0.0262 -4.621 0.0161 -2.836
62.96 1. a E1 0.0284 -4.609 0.0801 -2.831





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO SHAFT PITCH,
CONFIGURATION 1
LR 25491
w ~ c cm Phase ~ c_m_ 1 Phase
rpm/P IA (rad/sec) n aau (rad) aau (rad)
800/1.33 0.28 3.27 O.G?9 0.0087 - O. 777 0.0058 -It. 3 23
6.54 O.O/R 0.0140 -1.127 0.0119 -4.9p7
13.05 0.155 0.0299 -.1.409 0.0260 -5.254
19.92 O. 2::6 0.0557 -] .684 O.0/t54 -5.651
26.50 0.314 0.0896 -Z.OOR 0.0669 -6.117
31.23 0.311 O. 1196 -2.179 o. OJ 30 -0.206
*'37.92 0.450 0.1871 - 2.740 0.1134 -0.800
*30.40 o•5 <;g O. 1684 - 3 .443 0.0904 -1.737
* 63.49 0.75.2 0.2140 - 3.922 0.09/t8 -2.355
0.38 3.26 0.C~9 0.0129 -0.517 0.0069 -4.278
6.60 0.018 0.01 7 6 - 0.846 0.0125 -4.660
13.07 0.155 0.0'329 - 1 • 229 0.0262 -5.108
19.95 0.237 0.0601 -1.554 0.0458 -5.562
26.55 0.316 0.0959 - 1 .928 0.0615 -6.055
31.23 0.373 0.1271 -2.208 0.0835 -0.140
* 38.25 0.458 0.1435 -2.747 0.0856 -0.168
* 50.51 0.6(4 0.1526 -3.505 0.OtJ02 -1.757
0.54 3.26 0.039 0.0278 -0.312 0.0149 -3.7426.61 0.019 0.0312 -0.558 0 •.0185 -4.182
13.04 0.155 0.0472 - O. 979 0.0320 -4.809
20. 01 0.239 0.0770 -1.383 0.0522 -5.373
26.60 0.317 0.1141 -1.809 0.0726 -5.926
31.26 0.3/3 0.1461 -2.120 0.0878 -0. O/+/t
*38.10 0.454 0.1650 -2/654 0.09D7 -0.687
* 50 .42 0.6 C1 0.1557 -.3.449 0.0788 -1.711
* 57.59 0.6 E7 0.2083 -4.009 0.0952 -2.391
0.64 3.26 o.c~g 0.0398 - 0.221 0.0210 -3.59D
6.56 0.018 0.0444 - O. 43 B 0.0249 -3.978
13.09 0.156 0.0619 - 0.852 0.0377 _.~. 63D
20.05 0.2~9 0.0943 -1.310 0.0576 -5.28::>
26.31 0.314 0.1291 -1.749 0.0760 -5.349
31.29 0.313 0.1635 -2.092 0.0918 -0.004
* 37.86 0.451 0.1750 -2.578 0.0918 -0.59::>
* '50.37 0.6Cl 0.1631 -3.281 0.08::>7 -1.536
* 57.73 0.6SQ 0.2329 - 3.285 0.1043 -1..660
*64.66 0.711 0.2814 -4.111 0.1253 -2.564








_l_ cw ~ _m_ m Phase 1 Phase
rpm/P 1.& (rad/sec) Q' aau (rad) aau (rad)
550/1.56 0.41 3.26 0.056 0.0146 -0.482 0.0130 -4.122
6.57 0.113 O. 0713 -0.768 0.0230 -4.502
13.05 0.224 0.0454 -1.002 0.0507 -4.887
20.01 {). 344 0.0982 -1.211 0.0991 -5.274
26.76 0.45'=1 0.2017 -1. 593 0.1798 -5.812
31.26 0.535 0.2950 - 1.484 0.2438 -O.aOl
38. 00 0.649 0.4241 - 2.583 0.3107 -0.744
0.56 3.27 0.056 0.0258 -0.292 0.0232 -3.720
6.57 0.113 0.0320 - 0.531 0.0312 -4.137
13.08 0.226 0.0575 - 0.835 0.0582 -4.678
2 o. 11 O.3~7 O. 1169 -1. 126 0.1108 -5.164
26.67 0.4fO 0.2226 - 1 .542 0.1896 -5./38
31.2'3 0.5:9 0.3165 -1.958 0.2503 -6.251
37.84 0.654 0.445'.> - 2.548 0.3167 '-0.686
58.13 1. a11 0.4227 -3.372 0.2491 -1.861
0.78 3.26 0.056 0.0511 - 0.201 0.0445 -3.513
6.60 0.114 0.0593 -0.359 0.0524 -3.83:)
13.05 0.226 0.0889 - O. 654 0.0782 -4.393
19.96 0.345 0.1602 -0.999 0.1332 -4.964
26.55 0.;459 0.2798 -1./t99 0.2141 -5.653
.31.16 0.540 0.3752 - 1.952 0.2684 -6.215
38.08 0.6~7 0.4970 - 2.569 0.321 7 -').683
57. q q O.<j~8 0.4644 - 3.393 0.2631 -1.836
0.93 3.27 O. C56 0.0742 - 0.164 0.0594 -j.lt71
6.60 O. 114 0.0835 - O. 293 0.0668 -3.733
12.93 0.224 J.1132 - 0.551 (J.Oe96 -4.246
20.08 0.3~7 0.1991 - O. 94 q 0.1494 -4.900
26.60 0.4tO O. 3234 - 1. 486 0.2267 -5.63]
31.2 /t O.5 IjO 0.4125 -1.949 0.2/32 -6.20 ft





ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO SHAFT ROLL,
CONFIGURATION 1
c c ~ cw .J!L. _m_ m Phase l·Phase
rpm/P I.l (rad/sec) n t/Jaa (rad) "au (rad)
800/1.33 0 3.27 0.039 0.0079 -1.615 0.0033 -1.236
6.50 O.Clg 0.0159 -1.716 0.0082 -1.043
12.88 0.154 0.0397 -2.08L 0.0299 -1.023
19.12 0.235 0.0-,23 -2.762 0.0161 -1. c:; 5::>
2?99 I). ? 74 0.0784 -3.163 0.0931 -1.894
26.31 0.313 0.0733 -3.481 0.0918 -2.184
30.05 0.358 0.0658 - 3. 155 0.0914 -2.401
'33.10 0.3<:'t 0.0591 - 3.934 0.0958 -2.53']
37.49 0./t 1t7 0.0542 -4.125 0.0969 -2.709
49.88 O.5C:6 <).0397 -4.200 0.0809 -2.145
57.02 0.6 f1. 0.0"351 -4.334 0.0327 -2.790
63.20 0.7:5 {).0349 - 4. 38't 0.0852 -2.80C)
0.28 3.26 0.C39 0.0058 -1.680 0.0038 -1.53't
6.80 O. C E1 0,;0122 -1.802 0.0079 -1.365
17.98 0.155 0.0256 -2.132 0.0200 -1.125
26.61 0.319 0.0549 -2.993 0.0699 -1.159
38.09 0.457 0.0548 -"3.841 0.1010 -2.379
50.7B 0.6(9 o• O/dl5 - 3. 94/t 0.0982 -2.589
63.49 0.758 0.0407 -4.548 0.0962 -2.849
77.28 O. <124 0.0315 - 4. 723 0.1010 -2.880
89.00 1.Ot3 O. 0305 -4.830 0.1124 -2.891
0.64 6.54 O.OlS 0.0131 -1.1306 0.0063 -1.415
13.18 O. 1 ~7 0.0281 -2.151 0.0181 -1.278
26.70 0.]19 0.0566 - 3.059 0.0631 -1.731
37.19 O. 't 4'i 0.0552 -3.H52 0.0883 -2.?8:?
50.79 0.6(5 0.0487 -3.8B7 0.0904 -2.468
63.78 0.7tl O.OttOl -'+.574 0.0904 -2.120
76.59 0.<;14 O. OJ 67 -4.799 0.1011 -2.179
88.84 1. C.:9 0.0346 -1+.970 0.1164 -2.314
550/1.56 0 3.26 O.CSl 0.0119 - 1.615 0.0035
-1.038




















ROTOR MOMENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO SHAFT ROLL,
CONFIGURATION 1 (Continued)
c c ~ cw -f!L. _m_ m Phase 1 Phase
rpm/P ",. (radjsec) n ~aC1 (rad) tf>. a C1 (rad)
550/1.56 0 37.67 {). 65'1 0.1509 -4.077 0.2204 -2.62J
50.07 0.8 f9 0.1064 -4.223 0.1728 -2.709
57.18 o. S q 0.0943 -4.364 0.1691 -2.771
63.25 1. Gc;G 0.0832 -4.408 0.16&1 -2.775
0.41 1.26 0.056 O. 0108 -1.653 0.0042 -1.462





20.54 0.352 0.0921 - 2.365 0.0820 -1.159
27. '2 5 0.4£:.7 0.1322 -2.923 0.1541 -1.586
31.27 0.5::5 0.1341 -3.298 0.1828 -1.919
50.AO 0.8 f6 O. 1198 -3.692 0.1894 -2.459
64.40 1. 115 0.1004 -4.535 0.1815 -2.834
76.94 1.3:1 0.0991 - 4.782 0.1850 -2.905
89.L5 1.546 O. 1000 - 4. 91~ 7 0.1939 -2.891
0.56 3.26 0.057 0.0109 -1.663 0.0038 -1.476
6.61 0.115 0.0232 -1.775 0.0094 -1.145
13.18 0.228 0.0512 -2.014 0.0303 -0.977
20.16 0.149 0.0927 -2.405 0.0791 -1.133
26.86 0.4(:<) 0.1291 - '2.967 O. 1/t5 7 -1.573
31~27 0.543 0 .. 11 05 ·-3.36t,l 0.1738 -1.921
50.74 0.8EO 0.1176 -3.679 0.1845 -2.406
64.09 1. 111 O. 1053 -4. ~4 9 0.1839 -2.790
77.21 1.337 0.1032 -4.814 0.1902 -2.881
89.10 1.541 o. uno -4.977 0.2006 -2.875
0.93 3.26 O.C51 0.011? ·-1. It 76 0.0041 -2.143






26.70 O~4t3 O. I} 86
-3.098 0.1358
-1.594
31.25 0.541 0.1254 -3.40.5 0.1571
-1.923
')0.68 0.818 0.0964 - 3. 736 0.1660 -2.358
64.17 1. 112 o. 1053
-4.553 0.1750 -7.665
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